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Sweat Lodge FAQ                                                                                                                 
Circle of Life Thunderbird House (715 Main St, Winnipeg, MB)                                                                                                                       

May 11, 2018                                                                                                                                 
6:00pm – 10:00pm (at the latest) 

 
For questions, please contact: 

 
Alene Holmes                                                                                                                                                

CCPA Conference Coordinator                                                                                                     

conference@ccpa-accp.ca                                                                                                                               

(506) 446-9159 

 
A sweat is a ritual practised among indigenous peoples, a sacred prayer ceremony primarily for 
cleansing, believed to be essential in healing and restoring balance in one’s life. These ceremonies 
take place in sweat lodges, which are heated dome-shaped structures generated by steam created 

from pouring water onto heated rocks. For Indigenous peoples, the sweat lodge has spiritual, cultural 
and practical purposes. The sweat lodge is a place to connect with Indigenous heritage and culture.  

 

What is a Sweat? 

▪ Contrary to popular beliefs, the sweat is not just a sauna; it is a very sacred ceremony. A sweat 
is a prayer ceremony for cleansing which is essential to healing and restoring balance in one’s 

life. Some practitioners use the sweat for other purposes such a doctoring, preparing people 

for other ceremonies or to undertake specific projects, to secure spiritual support for 
individual or group initiatives, and to give thanks for accomplishments, honors received, or 
the benefits of life in general. 

How does the Sweat work? 

▪ In the center of the lodge there is a rock pit for the heated stones, between the fire pit and 
sweat lodge typically there is an area that is designated as an altar where sacred objects related 
to the sweat will be placed.  

▪ All Saskatchewan sweats have four rounds. During a round the door is closed causing it to 

become pitch dark in the lodge. While a round is in session water is put on the hot rocks which 
causes the lodge to become filled with hot steam. Between rounds the door or doors are 
opened to allow steam to escape thus giving the participants a break from the intensity of the 
steam. 
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How do I prepare for the Sweat? 

▪ Given the sacredness of the sweat you need to be humble and pray to purify yourself 
physically, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually. 

▪ Being respectful in behavior and speech during all stages of the ceremony is essential. 
▪ The sweat is a cleansing ceremony therefore it is recommended that you refrain from the use 

of recreational drugs and/or alcohol at least four days prior. For your personal wellbeing, do 
not enter the sweat if you used recreational drugs and/or alcohol 48 hours prior to the sweat. 
Following the sweat you need to refrain from using recreational drugs and/or alcohol for a 
minimum of 24 hours after, preferably four days. 

▪ Women who are menstruating, are about to begin or are just completing their monthly 
menstruation should not participate in the sweat. Further out of respect they should not come 
to the site. If it is essential for a woman who is menstruating to be at the sweat, discuss that 
matter with the practitioner who may propose alternatives. 

▪ Try to be well hydrated, in the days leading up to the sweat drink at least 8 glasses of water a 
day. 

▪ Don’t eat a heavy meal right before the sweat; it puts a strain on the circulatory and 
respiratory systems. Eat lightly, and wait a few hours. 

▪ Minimize perfume scents and make up. During the sweat makeup will run down your face, 

into your eyes causing them to become irritated. 
▪  Jewelry should be minimized and what is worn needs to be removed before going into the 

sweat. Also note metal jewelry can become hot enough to burn the wearer.  
▪ Eyeglasses and contacts need to be removed before going into the sweat. They can be left at 

the altar. 

Are there any risks to participating in a sweat? 

▪ If your doctor has told you to refrain from using a hot tub or sauna because of a health 
condition you should get doctor approval before participating in a sweat. 

▪ If you have a respiratory condition or allergies, in addition to hot steam, you will be exposed 

smoke from the fire pit used to heat the rocks and smudges used in the ceremony.  
▪ If you have no physician directed restrictions but have a chronic health condition, phobias, get 

anxiety attacks or are pregnant you should let the practitioner know before the sweat starts so 
that they are aware and if needed provide special instructions for you. 

▪ The presence of persons under the influence of recreational drugs and/or alcohol and 
menstruating women will conflict with the energy flow which will interfere with the ceremony 
and may cause participants to become ill.  

▪  Wearing metal jewelry or taking other metal objects into the sweat can be dangerous as metal 
objects may become hot enough to burn the wearer or person holding them. 

▪ Contact lenses and synthetic clothing should not be worn in sweat as the heat can cause the 

materials to melt and adhere to eyes, skin, or whatever they might be touching.  

What should I bring to a sweat? 

▪ Water for you to drink before and after the sweat.  
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▪ A folding chair/lawn chair or blanket to sit on before and after sweat. 
▪ If the sweat runs into the evening it is helpful to bring a flashlight. 
▪ If its cool or may rain bring a jacket, bring any clothing required to stay warn before and after 

the sweat. 
▪ Have a large towel to take into the sweat with you and a second towel to dry yourself after the 

sweat.  
▪ Before and after sweat wear weather appropriate shoes for outdoor activity. When entering 

the sweat leave shoes near the sweat but not at the altar. 

What should I wear to a sweat? 

▪ Women are encouraged to wear a modest length dress with sleeves or a sleeved top with a 
skirt. Do not wear revealing tops nor shorts/ skirts that are above the knees. During the sweat 
wear a cotton/cotton blend calf length sleeved loose-fitting dress, night gown, or a skirt with a 
sleeved top or t shirt. Make sure that what you wear is thick enough or dark enough so that it 
does not become revealing when wet. 

▪  Men are encouraged to wear a shirt with pants that are knee length or longer. During the 
sweat cotton/cotton blend swimming trunks or shorts. 
 

 


